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P R E S E N T A T I O N

Paul Silverstein - Credit Suisse - Analyst

Good morning.Thank you all for coming today. My name is Paul Silverstein, Senior Analyst, Communications Equipment, Credit
Suisse. It's my pleasure to have with us Kevin Johnson, CEO of Juniper, and Kathleen Nemeth, Head of IR. Kevin is going to do
some slides, and then we're going to do a Q&A, and hopefully have time for questions from the audience as well.

Kathleen Nemeth - Juniper Networks - VP, IR

Thank you.This is Kathleen. Before we get started, I do want to bring your attention to our Safe Harbor statement.To the extent
that we make forward-looking statements during today's presentation or discussion, please be aware that there is risks associated
with that, and please see our most recent filings with the SEC for a full list of those risks.Thank you. Kevin?

Kevin Johnson - Juniper Networks - CEO

Thank you, Paul; thank you, Kathleen. Well, good morning. I thought I would just take four or five minutes and frame a couple
of thoughts before we get him go into the Q&A. And I wanted to start with the two key market trends that Juniper is focused
on.These are market trends that, in our view, are really key trends that are unfolding over this next decade and present significant
opportunity for innovators like Juniper. And the explosion of mobile Internet, whether it's smart phones, tablets, mobile
connected devices, is one of those key market trends, and how we are innovating in technology to help our service providers
carry that traffic, help enable security on those growing number of smartphones, and tablets, and PCs, as well as cloud computing
market trend, and the continued growth of large data centers that connect large numbers of servers and storage devices.

And our focus on these two market trends is really the way we are driving disruptive innovation such that it transforms the
economics in helping our customers carry this traffic at a lower cost per bit, or help them enabled these data centers at a more
efficient in a more efficient way, and the way it is transforming the experiences. A better user experience through better
performance, better reliability and better security.

Three pillars, strategically, that are setting the stage for the innovation that we are driving. The first is looking for those
opportunities to embrace architectural transition. And those architectural transitions are happening in several parts of the
network. With service providers in the core of the network, there's an architectural transition that we are driving with our PTX
converged super core that is beginning to collapse the layer of MPLS routing with the optical layer.

In the area of cloud and data center, our technology around QFabric presents a new architectural approach to connecting
significant numbers of servers and storage devices in a way that is much more economical and better performance. And then
certainly, the architecture around the universal edge and our MX-3D edge routing product, the way that that is enabling new
services, new capabilities for service providers. Architectural transitions are key to what we're trying to drive, and the innovation
that we are delivering to enable those is very relevant to the our customers.
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Second, then, is expanding the system's footprint. Over the last three years, we've dramatically expanded the product portfolio.
We've built out a wider range of our switching portfolio, including wireless LAN, we've built out a wider range of our routing
side now with our T4000 preparing to ship, the PTX converged super core, and continued momentum on the MX-3D, and we've
built out more assets around our systems related to security, with the introduction of the SRX and now the expansion of that
into Junos Pulse on the end client, as well as our virtual gateway software. So, architectural transitions expanding the system's
portfolio, and finally, we've been moving up the stack with software, and much of that software is complementary to our systems
strategy. Examples are our content distribution network software, called Media Flow, runs on our MX-3D edge router and
provides a content distribution network solution to our large customers. MobileNext provides our packet core solution with
our GGSN and our P Gateway, now the S Gateway, running on the MX-3D.We have another set of software in our router services
business that also complements the MX-3D.

Moving up the stack with software, Junos Pulse's software that now runs on Android devices, iPhone, iOS, as well as the installed
base that we have on personal computers. The virtual gateway software runs with the VMware hypervisor in the services. So
that new range of software is complementary to our systems, strategy, and complementary to the architectural areas we are
focused on.

Certainly the investments we've made in R&D are delivering on a phenomenal wave of new products. Many of these products
either have just released or are preparing to release. QFabric -- we shipped the QFabric node in Q1 of this year, and in late Q3,
we shipped the remaining components of the QFabric system. Our MobileNext software -- the first release of that was early this
year, with the GGSN and P Gateway. We've now just released the S Gateway. We have additional features and roadmap that's
coming with MobileNext as we go into 2012.

The PTX converged super core is a product that will ship in Q1 of 2012 and dramatically changes the economics for those
customers that are carrying traffic that bridges what today is two separate networks, an optical network and a routing network.
We're going to converge that into a single solution that allows them to collapse layers of the network, carry that traffic more
efficiently.

And then finally, the T4000. The T4000 is our next generation of core routers that -- the first shipments of those will go to our
early customers later this quarter, and that will be a product, certainly, going into 2012, create opportunity.

Year-to-date through 2011, we have grown our revenue 15% year on year, with solid growth in all geographies. Our operating
margins and profitability remain strong. Certainly the product revenue from our MX edge routing has grown significantly. We
are up 70% year on year. Our EX product line is up 16%, 17% year on year. Our SRX product revenue is down slightly, 2%, driven
by a combination of some large service provider deployments a year ago with -- combined with some opportunities that we
have in the enterprise.

Certainly, our routing year-to-date -- we've grown our routing products revenue by 19% in an industry that has grown -- the
addressable market has grown 11% year to date. So 19% year-to-date growth for Juniper routing, addressable market has grown
11%.

Switching product we have grown 30% year on year through Q3, and the switching addressable market has actually declined
by 2% in that same period. We've continued to derive growth in our enterprise, which is up 11% year on year, and our service
provider segment has grown 17% year on year. And those are year-to-date numbers through Q3.

Certainly as we look at setting up with this wave of new products that we are releasing, we feel like we're well positioned for
2012 and beyond. The strategy that we have is very clear. We are executing against that strategy in the engineering side. With
the products that we are shipping and the roadmap that we have, we're making investments to hire more quota carrying sales
people that now take that disruptive innovation and translate it into accelerate revenue growth and profitability, and we think
that, as we look into 2012, continuing to execute, maintaining an eye on agility and flexibility while we are investing for long-term
growth, long-term success, is key.
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So with that, I'm happy to turn it over to Paul, and we can kick off the Q&A.

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Paul Silverstein - Credit Suisse - Analyst

Thank you, Kevin. Why don't we start off talking about CapEx trends and what you're seeing from your service provider and
enterprise customers in terms of CapEx and IT spend.

Kevin Johnson - Juniper Networks - CEO

Yes, let me start, I guess, on the enterprise side. At a macro level, typically total IT expenditures will follow GDP growth. So when
GDP growth is slower, you'll see less growth than IT CapEx expenditures at a macro basis. If you peel that back and you look
within the networking sector of enterprise customers, the addressable market for switching has actually declined 2% year on
year. And part of that, I think, is a function of macro, and I think part of it is just a function of new competitive dynamics in the
switching marketplace.

That said, the pipeline of opportunities that we're working with our enterprise customers remains strong.We continue to secure
wins and continue to grow our business in the enterprise, and I think a big part of that is because we have significant share
opportunities to grow our market share, especially in the switching market, where we are still a relatively new entrant with a
low share position. And so our focus on new products like QFabric and the benefits that those can deliver customers makes us
optimistic about the opportunities we have to take share and continue to grow in the enterprise.

On the service provider side, at the end of Q2 we commented in our earnings call that when you looked at the top 20 service
providers and their CapEx guidance for 2011, it showed a different pattern than we've seen over the last, say, four to five years.
Typically in the last four to five years, we had seen service provider CapEx spend about 46% in the first half of the year, and 54%
in the second half of the year. The guidance that service providers, top 20 service providers, were giving coming out of Q2
showed that it was relatively flat -- 50% in the first half, 50% in the second half. At the end of Q3, service provider guidance
reinforced that as about 50/50.

So, this is a year that we have observed service providers not having a bigger uptick in spending in the second half than they
had in the first half, and I'm certain some of that is influenced by the macro situation. And certainly, in different geographies
there are different behaviors with the press and the concerns around the sovereign debt situation in Europe. I think oftentimes
European customers are, perhaps, being a little bit more cautious or little bit more thoughtful about CapEx expenditures.

But that said, we had a good quarter in Q3 in EMEA. So, the net is I think the comments that we made in Q2 and Q3 about service
provider CapEx -- it seems to be unfolding the way that we had suggested, with about 50% of their CapEx in the first half, 50%
in the second half. And I think in the enterprise IT, there is certainly some elements of caution from a macro standpoint.Yet, we
continue to maintain, with innovation and the opportunity to take market share, we still believe we've got good opportunity
for growth.

Paul Silverstein - Credit Suisse - Analyst

Okay. On the new product front, with respect to QFabric, PTX, MobileNext, what do you feel best about from both a product
development and a revenue generation standpoint, and where are there challenges and things that the that need to be done?
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Kevin Johnson - Juniper Networks - CEO

Well, first of all, the investments we've made in R&D are creating a significant wave of new products that in many ways are
coming to market now. The T4000, the PTX converged super core, QFabric, MobileNext, those are all products that we started
investment in, in some cases, four or five years ago, in some cases two or three years ago. But they're multiyear investments to
be able to ship these products.

Each of those products potentially has different dynamics in terms of the pace at which customers will adopt them.The T4000,
for example, is a very seamless migration path from our existing T series.We've been able to leverage the same chassis and the
same technology. So that should be a fairly seamless migration path for customers. We're optimistic about the initial wave of
response we've had for customers, and it just continues to strengthen our value proposition in core routing.

The PTX converged super core is a very innovative approach that actually delivers a new architecture to customers.Things that
require an architectural cell take more time, and architecturally collapsing multiple layers in the network to enable a single
converged super core has significant benefits to customers, but I think the opportunity, or the amount of time to sell and take
them through that architectural change may be a bit longer.

QFabric, another example. We've seen a good response to QFabric. QFabric has the opportunity for customers to purchase,
make investments of capital in our QFX3500, which is the node, and that can install into their existing network infrastructure
today as a 10 gigabit top of rack switch, interoperate with their existing network, and then if they choose to have some portion
or all of that data center network run in fabric mode, they can install the interconnect in the director, and they can run it in fabric
mode. That is an architectural change to the way they've architected data center networks, and so architectural changes take
a bit longer in the sell cycle.

That said, there's significant benefit for customers both in the case of PTX and QFabric to embrace a new architectural approach.
QFabric, for example, in the latest study by ACG, it was determined that customers can implement a QFabric solution with 55%
to 75% lower CapEx than a traditional switch solution. In addition, they have a benefit of something like 50% to 80% lower
power consumption. So when you look at the operating expenses that can be saved by lower power consumption, and the
capital that can be saved but with a QFabric implementation, combine that, then, with the performance benefits customers
get, there's significant value for customers going down that path.

And in many ways, that's what's created much of the dialogue we have with customers. And the fact that we are now hiring
more quota carrying sales people to engage with those customers and take them down that path to a new architectural approach
to the data center.

Paul Silverstein - Credit Suisse - Analyst

Kevin, is it no accident that you didn't address MobileNext? Would that be the one that is the furthest behind?

Kevin Johnson - Juniper Networks - CEO

Well, MobileNext, the interesting thing about MobileNext is, MobileNext, our Media Flow software, which is content distribution
networks, and router services. Those three pieces of software, they all run on the MX-3D. So in many ways, the strategy of
enabling the MX-3D to be the edge router that can run a wide range of services is core to what we're doing. And so in the case
of MobileNext, we released earlier this year our GGSN and our P Gateway. In this quarter we are releasing our S Gateway, and
then we've got some additional features coming in 2012.

So there is some feature build that's taking place on MobileNext.We've secured some design wins that are mostly Tier 2 service
providers as an entry point for us to get in, improve these solutions, and start to scale them. But as we build out these features,
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the fact that the performance of MobileNext on the MX-3D router is significantly greater than anything you can any of the other
solutions on the market today, we think gives us great optimism for the strategy and where we're taking it.

Yet the fact that there's architectural change that takes place as customers migrate from 3G to 4G, there's features that we've
got to build out on MobileNext. MobileNext, Media Flow, and our router services are all lending credibility to the MX-3D, which
is why we have seen the MX-3D grow 70% year on year.

So, I think it gives you flavor, I guess, in terms of the amount of time that it takes to get to revenue for things that are architectural
sells versus things that are new products, that are more product upgrade.

Paul Silverstein - Credit Suisse - Analyst

That's a good segue to software. You've done a lot of interesting things qualitatively that you've spoken about over the last
year, in terms of different software initiatives, including pulps. Can you give us some sense for what the base, the reference
point, is in your expectations for that business becoming meaningful to overall growth and profitability?

Kevin Johnson - Juniper Networks - CEO

First of all, let me say, we've setup the Company around a systems division and a software division. And Stefan Dyckerhoff, who
many of you know, is leading our systems division, and Bob Muglia joined us in October to lead our software division. Our focus
on software, in many ways, is evolutionary and complementary to our business on the systems side, and let me give you three
examples. In our software division that Bob is leading, I think about three major categories of software.The first is that software
that runs on top of the MX-3D in this service enabled edge for service providers. So, MobileNext, Media Flow -- and if you recall,
Media Flow was an outcome of our acquisition of Ankeena, and the fact that we built up a content distribution network offering
that runs on the MX-3D, and we have secured a design win with a Tier 1 US service provider that we think is significant and will
demonstrate how that software can make a huge difference for our service providers.

But in both the case of MobileNext and Media Flow and our router services business, these are software assets that run on the
MX-3D. And they are software assets that reinforce the value proposition of the MX-3D and the Treo chipset.They are software
assets. Today router services is a fairly significant software business. Media Flow and MobileNext are merging, and they are
growing. But they all represent not only opportunity to grow revenue at software margins, but they are complementary to the
MX-3D. So, there is a synergy that we try and achieve there.

The second category of software it is in the area of security. And in that software business, we kept the high-end SRX in that
software business. So you can say, okay, well that sounds like more like a system, but the fact is, the value proposition around
the high-end SRX is the software bits that we write for security that runs in that system. We complement that, then, with the
virtual gateway software that we have acquired and have built. We acquired a company called Altor over a year ago, and this
is a security software that runs in the VMware hypervisor. So, we have security in the network with the SRX. We have security
in the server with VMware, with our virtual gateway, and Junos Pulse. We have security now on -- I think it's over 40 million
devices now have Junos Pulse running as either their SSL VPN or the security asset on those devices, and that number should
grow with many of the distribution agreements that we put in place with our partners.

So that security business of Junos Pulse on the client, the high-end SRX in the network and virtual gateway becomes a strategic
unit of software that we're going to invest, and continue to grow, and continue to create value through.

Then the third category of software evolves mostly around the network management systems management area. And certainly
there is network management of service provider networks, but there is also the network management in these data centers.
So things that we're doing with Junos Space and our MSM products is helping us build up a software assets for that business.
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Today, I think roughly 20% of our revenues, if you just took the products that I just mentioned, about 20% of our revenues fall
into what I just characterized as software. It is revenue that would have a higher gross margin property, and it is an opportunity,
we think, to grow that portion of our business that will drive higher gross margins in the software relative to the systems and
is complementary to our systems.

Paul Silverstein - Credit Suisse - Analyst

I want to ask you about the competitive landscape. But let's see if there are any questions from the audience.

Unidentified Audience Member

Just real quick, with 2011 being more of a 50/50 split in the service provider, and you guys talking about having a very strong
pipeline entering Q1 of next year. Do you believe that split could be closer to 50/50 again in 2012, and could we even expect
that the normal seasonality of service provider spending is changing over the longer term?

Kevin Johnson - Juniper Networks - CEO

Well, it's premature for me to comment on 2012. Certainly once we finish Q4 and we do the earnings call in January, we'll have
commentary on the outlook for 2012. Right now we're very focused on the things we've got to do to position ourselves for a
strong 2012 and close out this year.

That said, at the end of Q2, we looked at the service provider guidance for CapEx. We saw this coming early. We commented
on it in our Q2 earnings call. At the end of Q3, we went back and we looked at the new CapEx guidance from the top 20 service
providers and reinforced, it's about a 50/50 split this year. So we saw that in Q2, as we set up, for -- late Q2 as we set up for the
second half. And once we close out this year, we will share our perspective on 2012.

Unidentified Audience Member

(inaudible question - microphone inaccessible)

Kevin Johnson - Juniper Networks - CEO

You want to ask the question so they can hear?

Unidentified Audience Member

I just wanted to basically understand what drives your strong position in the data center, and if this apparent pushout and the
[Romilly] chip would affect you at all?

Kevin Johnson - Juniper Networks - CEO

What drives of our growth in the data center started with our EX, our entrance into the switching business with our EX switches,
and there was a piece of technology in our first wave of EX switches is called virtual chassis that allowed us to collapse the layers
of the network within the data center from three layers to two, and that provided customers simplification in how they operated
data centers and lower CapEx. With QFabric, now, we can collapse those two layers down to a single layer, and by doing that,
it means the customers don't have to buy layers and layers of switches, which is why a QFabric solution will be anywhere from
50% to 75% lower CapEx. And it's just simply -- you don't have to buy as many switches. You don't buy switches to talk to
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switches.You buy QFabric's system and it reduces CapEx by 50% to 75%. So that is the key -- that, combined with the fact it will
consume 50% to 75% less power. So less CapEx, less power, and as the market shifts to 10 gigabit ethernet and higher, QFabric
provides the performance. So if the performance is better, the CapEx is lower, and the power consumption is lower. That's the
core to our value proposition in the data center.

Paul Silverstein - Credit Suisse - Analyst

Kevin, just wondering if you could just comment on any concern that you might have that an architectural sale in the current
environment may be more difficult, if you've incrementally concerned with regard to that.

Kevin Johnson - Juniper Networks - CEO

Architectural sales -- my experience is whenever you have a new architecture that you are introducing and that you have to go
sell, it's going to take more time to sell that than it is if it is the same architecture but just a new product upgrade to the same
architecture. That said, when architectural changes unlock significant value for customers, going through that process, to get
the design wins, to get the architectural sale to happen, can lead to a tipping point, where once you hit that tipping point and
the market starts to move to that architecture, that's when you have significant opportunity for big returns on the investment
you made.

That said, we can't control the macro environment. If you say the macro environment means that customers are going to slow
new projects, which means there's going to be less opportunity for an architectural transition, I would argue that if that
architectural transition unlocks the benefits of things like PTX converged super core and QFabric, when macroeconomic situation
is tough, that's going to amplify to customers to find a lower-cost solution. And in the case of converged super core and what
we're doing with QFabric, we've got a significant benefit in the economics we can deliver to our customers. So I would actually
argue it amplifies our value proposition in a way that says, look, we can deliver a solution in your data center at much lower
CapEx, much lower power consumption.We can do the same thing in the core of your network.

Paul Silverstein - Credit Suisse - Analyst

Kevin, before I get you and everybody else on their way, one last question. In the competitive landscape, your friends down in
San Jose have made a lot of noise recently, getting more aggressive in marketing, in pricing, their product lineup looks like it's
stepped up, it's been upgraded over the last year pretty meaningfully. Are you seeing them have more of an impact? Is it
presenting more of a challenge, whether for EX, whether for penetrating the datacenter for your QFabric, etc.?

Kevin Johnson - Juniper Networks - CEO

Well, and Juniper was founded 15 years ago, and we have always competed with the large incumbent providers in this industry.
That's no different. What we've been focused on is really driving our agenda, and the set of things that we've invested in R&D
that we think has created a fantastic product line that's highly differentiated, and it gives us opportunity to grow share and
grow revenue.

The fact that our routing business has grown 19% year to date in an addressable market that's only grown 11%; our switching
business has grown 30% in an addressable market that has declined by 2%; in both of those cases, that would reflect share
gains. That said, I've got great respect for our large competitors, and certainly our larger largest competitor that has recently
been more vocal about competing with Juniper.

And so, I don't understand or estimate them at all. They are very a very formidable competitor with a very strong incumbent
position, but I remain very confident that what the market needs, and what our customers want, is innovation. They want
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innovation that solves real problems that they are dealing with, and the market welcomes the fact that Juniper is at this the
table with new ideas and a new approach to solve these problems.

And in fact, one of the outcomes of this, I think, has been the awareness of Juniper and the solutions that we have in the market
have gone up in the last quarter or two. And as a result, we are hiring more quota carrying sales people to engage with those
customers and be able to educate them on the value that we can deliver, help lead them through the architectural transitions
that can deliver them that value, and we are confident that investing in more quota carrying sales people is the right thing for
us to do to monetize this fantastic wave of products that are coming to market. You know, that said, I don't underestimate the
competition.

Paul Silverstein - Credit Suisse - Analyst

Great.Thank you all.Thank you, Kevin.Thank you, Kathleen.

Kevin Johnson - Juniper Networks - CEO

Thanks, Paul.
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Nov. 29. 2011 / 5:30PM, JNPR - Juniper Networks Inc at Credit Suisse Group Technology Conference
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